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The Executive Director, 9. BLOCKEY-O'BRIEN
"" ""

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
# 1995-Washington D.C. 20555-0001 Feb. Al

r-
>

Re: My Petition for Director,s Decision under 10 CFR 2.206 to the US NRC ,
Docket 50460. Neely Nuclear Research Reactor, Atlanta etc. etc.

Ob-lb0:

Dear Director,
I hope you are well. You will be glad to see that I have a

typewriter to use that has legible type. I also no longer have to keep tying the '
ribbon together;as I go each time it breaks, so that's rather a, change !! ', ,'

j

I would like you to enter the enclosed article on the Reactor from
the newspaper " Creative Loafing" , Dec. 17th 1994 into the r? cord of my 2.206

. petition, and into the Federal Register, so everyone can read,it. It was their
. i "% cover story, "Ramblin' Reactor" and inside " Checking out.the hottest spot'on ;

4
,

campus." I thought you'd find the allegations of human feces'in lunchbags-at the' ' '

reactor, and of substituting contaminated waste water for tap water rather inter-
esting,to name but two items raised in it.

I also want you to add to my 2.206 a few other, things that are ' |

serious that have come up and need to be in there as they are of great concern. ~ ''

1. When the judges were down here recently for the GANE hearing on the liscence,
during the public comment period, someone raised about how they want to do medical
research on brain tumors there at the reactor - sort of sad, as radiation can cause
brain tumors. Anyway, I meant to tell the judges, that I had been told, by a
former radiological safety officer, that there may be a problem calibrating the column
which should be looked at, as it may kill the patient , and because of this problem
potential,it would need to be fixed, which would cost a great deal of money - but
better that,than killing someone. I got so upset about the whole situation, I forgot
to tell the judges, so could you please tell them that, or enter it into that
record, or whatever it is you do up there to get it done legally.
2. According to EPD documents, here a few figures on sewer dumping which are

'
important in view of %Lt will follow these figures:
11/5/79 2,800,000 pei/1 tritium (140 times drinking water allowed levels of 20,000)

( over 17 times over allowed levels)2/26/90 341,000 " "

5/22/91 102,000 ( way over again)" "

( " " """""""")7/26/93 122,000 " "

11/5/79 Strontium 90 15 pei/1 ( drinking water allowed levels are 8 pci/1)
12/18/80 Strontium 90 125 "

9/11/80 Strontium 90 94 "

2/16/81 Strontium 90 56 "

12/18/80 Cesium 137 1450 pci/1 BETA 1950 pel/l
5/22/91 520 pel/l Cobalt-60
These are a few examples. Now tritium has a half-life of a bit over 12 years, so
in approx. 120 years the length of its full radioactive hazardous life, it will be
gone. The half-lives of the strontium and cesium are far higher as you know.So that
remains radioactive approx. 300 years. As you may know, EPA has the most pathetic
drinking water standards for radioactive contamination, but the few they have clearly
show that the above are in violation. EPA says the BETA should not go over 4 mrem
year /50 pei/1. Strontium and Cesium above are beta emitters. The cobalt-6o is
rather bizarre in that it also gives off beta as well as gamma. What all the tritium
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cesium-137, strontium-90, cobalt-60 and other radioactive crud does to internal organs
is well documented and pretty grim, drinking contaminated water is sort of like commit-
ing slow suicide (not that NRC seems to care , as under its Below Regulatory Concern
stunt , NRC wanted to allow even more dumping of radioactive crud, but just to s} it
was*below regulatory concern"- also known as pretending to be fairies who can wave a
magic wand and make things dissappear, an act industry longs for.). Now NRC allows all
sorts of staggering levels to be dumped to sewers, EPA puts a few measly regulations
on drinking water and the Clean Water Act seems to get into the act with its NPDES
discharge permits, which are a liscense for industry to chuck all sorts of things into
the waters , but they too have a few levels. Of course industry is MEANT to abide by
the levels, but you know how that is.... if they were all abiding by the laws that exist
we'd have half the problem we do. Then comes something called CITY Ordinances, and
lo and behold , guess who doesn't have a permit to dump to the sewers ? And guess who
would not get it any way as they would not be allowed to dump radioactive crud above
the lousy standards for drinking water to the sewers anyway ? The Tech Reactor.

So it is beginning to look like they've violated City Ordinances since a very, very long tirq
time. Furthermore, as the sewer lines must be/are contaminated, and as the contaminated '

water goes to the R.M. Clayton sewer plant, where the sludge is incinerated so the '

radioactivity went out the stack too and blew over the neighborhood, and other (radioactivid
contaminated ) incinerator products are being turned into bricks, or land applied ithis
could be a major reason why it has just been established that the cancer rate.for
the district where the R.M. Clayton treatment plant is in has the highest cancer rate of
Fulton County - i.e. the highest cancer mortality rate. District 5 has a 29% greater
cancer rate than the resto Fultanounty and the mortality rate for stomach, pancreas and
prostate cancer in district 5 of Fulton County is double the rate of the rest of the
county ( including t he inner city of Atlanta). 'Ibe lung cancer rate was 54.8 for District
5 91th 76 deaths, in the rest of Fulton County it was a rate of 45.4 and 232 deaths
based on a four year average 1990-1993 and the populations. Although the other toxic
emissions in the area and the area Cerclis sites will also play a role, the radioactive *

contamination will also play a role. I want the NRC , as part of this 2.206, to test
the lines from the reactor all the way to the RM Clayton plant, I want sludge there and any
areas it has been applied to land tested. I want the inside of the incinerator stack and '

-

the filters and fly-ash tested, I want the workers tested (including past workers for as lom
long as Tech's reactor has been dumping to the sewers) testedI want bricks tested (including
some from the past that may have been sent out) and if the ash is being provided to cement
companies, I want the cement tested. I want the NRC to do it, not outside contractors
or the Georgia EPD, and I do not want the testa run at the Tech Rector in case some bright
spark comes up with that idea. Tech and people who used the reactor in the past such as othea
universities and the Departmet of Energy and companies like Westinghouse can pay for the
tests, not the taxpayer. Since DOE is taxpayer funded, you could tell the DOE heads to pay
out of their huge salaries. And the same people can pay far the cleanup of the mess. i

As to the probable violation of City Ordinances,according to what I have been told
by those responsible for enforcement, wouldn't breaking that law be a reason to take !away their liscence and shut the Tech reactor down ? And isn't there a lesson i n all 1

this about why NRC should not allow any sewer dumping of contaminants ? What NRC doesn't j
,

seem to understand is this : after the water goes through treatment plants from which '

radioactive contaminants (and some non-radioactive ones) can't be removed, the :ter is
then discharged to the river (in this case the Chattahoochee) and then a bit dow. stream it
is hauled out as " clean" water (i.e. the law thinks it's clean) and after throwing a bit.

of chlorine at it to kill bacteria, it's drunk. Common sense dictates there should be
no sewer dumping. NRC in Atlanta told me the other week that sewer dumping of Cobalt-60 isstill allowed if it is soluble . This is beyond stupid. It is still radioactive.
It still bio-accumulates as do all othjer radioactive contaminants.

.-- -_ . - ___ - -_____ _ __ - ______ _ -__ _ __
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3. With regard to the site geology: 'even if the reactor were on solid rock
i which it is not, over hundreds of miles of granite, the internal strength of

rock is immaterial once fractured, water seeps in. In case of earthquakes, however

l' small, this can be a major problem. Due to the water backup from the sewers and
from area flooding, plus the fact that it is on the Wahoo Creek formation, water
intrusion all over the place is highly likely. During geological studies in the
metro Atlanta area, it was also established that a number of so called " bottom hole

fracture" wells existed. In geological terms, three of them were located in the
fairly close proximity to the reactor in Fulton County. Bottom hole fracture
wells yield very high quantities of water. It is believed they derive them from
ihorizontal stress relief fractures. Horizontal stress relief fractures were also
quote" important in units consisting of gneiss interlayered with schist and in schist
and amphibolite" (Wahoo Creek formation has all three) See: Groundwater in the
Greater Atlanta Region by Cressler, Thurmond and Hester, Ga . Geologic Survey, Bulletin
InformationCircular No.63. High water yields in this type of geology could perhaps
also be an additional reason for area flooding in Atlanta after heavy rains,due not
only to runoff and swollen streams, but in groundwater levels rising quite rapidly,
all that would of course affect stability . The Atlanta metro area has a highly
complex geology, unlike many other areas of the nation.This is why site-specific
detailed information is needed, taking into acount the geology of the ajoining
formations - i.e. Stonewall and Clairmont formations - the Brevard fault along the
Chattahoochee and the area water / groundwater problems. Its also why the tacky bit
of information provided in the Tech /Neely Reactor's reliscensing application is
totally inadequate.
4. A thirty-year Wind Rose is needed, not the silly five year Wind Rose they used
in the reliscensing application. There's a big difference. In particular trying to
establish possible accident release scenarios, such as a steam explosion.
5. There do not appear to have been any tests run for plutonium contamination orU 239 4

contamination. Why not ? It's needed for soil, water, stack emmissions, sewer lines, j
6. Tech says that effluents released are assumed not to contain I-129 and radium.
Never assume. In that case why are the Ra 226 and RA 228 levels in soil between ;

700 pci/kg and 2600 pci/kg, with mostover 1,200 pci/kg ? Did fairies put it there ?
The Lucinous Processes site near Athens had soil samples of RA 226 in the 1,300 to
2,600 pel/kg range and was considered a flaming disaster and had to be cleaned up. j

|What about Techs reactor contamination ? And what about the high levels of BE-7
showing up ? E.G. vegetation BE-7 10,300 pei/kg on 3/19/84, 10,300 pei/kg on
6/20/85 ,7,000 pei/kg on 4/22/91 . Since when do leaves / grass / vegetation contain
large amounts /ANY amounts of radioactive beryllium 7 ? BE-7 in vegetation on
3/19/84 was 15,000 pei/kg and on 3/3/92 was 11,100 pci/kg. Could we perhaps have a
little problem here irradiating gemstones ? I mean, according to a respected

,

geologist here, it's highly unlikely one is going to find beryllium around here,in )
that area, let clone radioactive beryllium 7. Atlanta is not known as the emerald
capital of the world.,or aquamarine capital of the world ? And didn't we have a little
gemstone irradiation problem in the past at Neely, to puc it mildly ? Or is it coming
from the reactor itself since it's used in their construction ? Have we a little ;
" activation product" problem ? What's going on here ?
7. When the judges were down in Atlanta recently to hear the Gwcgians against

,

Nuclear Energy petition for Techh Neely Reactor liscence withdrawel, someone testified,

that their company wanted to use the reactor for medical research on brain tumors.
, According to a former safety officer, there MAY be some sort of problem calibrating

f the colum1 and if so, they could accidently kill the patient. Furthermore, that it

rould cost a lot of money to fix. So you all better look into thatrToo. Q U @ ,
8. In case of accident : Ga. EPD Radiation Surveillance Program told me they have
no doctor on staff, and would have to locate one as they didn't know who they would
call in. It was in regard to a doctor specializing in victims of exposure to rad-
iation.

- - _ _ _ - _ _ _
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9. The Division of Public Healhh, Environmental Health, of the State of Georgia,
does not hava a doctor specializing;in effects of radiation / radiological health /
medical effects of radiation. In case of emergency this would be' grim.
lo. In Tech's documents,'the emergency cooling would only'vork'for around thirty'~
minutes, then they'd have to try and hook up city water,~as I stated before which may

~

not work. If that doesn't work, they say they would use irradiated fuel storage water',
but that would unshield the thousands of curies of cobalt-6o.....ooops.....
11. A general emergency is not addressed (p 14)
12. With regard to nuclear vaste : by 1980 more than 5,600 federal studies on what

todowithvastehadbeenstudied...asyetthereisnosolutionanywhere;in'the
world as to how to render the waste harmless, or isolate it properly for up to millions

~

of years. This reactor adds to the waste problem.
13. A former student who was at the reactor, now with EPA told me he knew they used
to release Argorbl4 dailv it twice backgr5und levels.bInladdressing the question of '

air monitoring, where are all tests for Sr-90 and Cesium-137 and I-131 H-3 etc. To say
" exhaust MAY contain....etc" p. 93 and 97 is not good enough. Where'are internal and
external (to the stack) measurements ??. There are f 'ternity houses almost next door,
and people all over the place. Doses for men, women,the 'derly, infants and pregnant
women and children should have been/be calculated for peos ,within a 50 mile radius
in 1/8th of a mile increments. That is common sense.
14. With regard to sewer dumping : NRC's basing it on " Reference Man's" intake of
water annually is ridiculous. NRC states that " Reference Man means a hypothetical aggre-
gation of human physical and physiological characteristics arrived at by international
consensus. These characteristics may be used by researchers and public health workers
to standardize results of experiments ang to relate biological insult to a common base."
NRC has one word right : insult. Such garbage is an insult to the people, the individual
who inhabit the earth. Each being totally different from the other in some way.
It does not take into consideration age, sex, general health, etc."Is NRC's " Reference
Man" the same non-existant twit other agencies thought up, the 6o kg fellow who drank t

X liters of water a day? (and may or may not have been based on Tarzan or one of Hitlers ,,
Master Race ?) Such stuff is nonsense. Furthermore, NRC Atlanta tells me its OK to
dump now if its in soluble form (e.g. cobalt-60) as I stated earlier - I have a good
suggestion, make that " Reference Man" Soluble. Banish such foolishness and do your
work based on health effects to real people, taking the most vulnerable and frail as
the baseline, infants, children, pregnant women and the fetus, etc. the world is not
made up of a bunch of Supermen. >r

15. In Techt Noel'y docanents, t' hey'took the worst accident scenario, considered it in-~

credible, and wouldn't analyze it. It is in conn'ection with HEU and LEU Cores, p. 141.
This sort of attitude is incredible. This whole section on possible fuel changes ie.
fbm one type of deadly nuclear fuel to another, consisted of Argonne' National Labs
reviewing reports and doing comparisons with similar reactors. In ot'c9r words, lots of

paperwork passed back and forth, and computer modelling and little models were made and
everyone had lots of fun, and words like "we expect" were used, but they didn't have the
datg from the analyses of the HEU core, so they just tossed in a few uncertainty factors
and invented the coolant flow and a few other things . The appendix talks about
engineering uncertainty factors on three serious safety issues,,and instead of using
plain English, they call them " hot channel factors" - is this because if in REAL life
something went wrong a lot of people would make sure ANL and Georgia Tech got put'on a
worldwide " hot channel" on International television to try and explain away their
incredible attitude.
16. The whole section on the nuclear safeguards committee responsible for maintaining
HEALTH and safety standards does not contain anything at all on health. They don't even
seem to have a doctor on staff who specializes in the health effects of exposure to '
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radiation. Faculty and students can be exposed to levels greater than 500 mrem
and they'll provide a summary to Tech. They can summarize all radioactive releases.
This is disgraceful. Because of this attitude, all staff and students should be

checked for interr as well as external exposure.
17. They seem to 1e storing high level waste on site. This is very dangerous.
18. All vater reactors possess the ability to function as boilers. Under " pump
failures" page 178, they say some boiling may initially take place in the' fuel
coolant channels, and that the ability of water to flow into the element against
escaping steam vapour cannot be estimated wall. This could be a very serious
situation. To then say that ". . .it is reasonable to expect. . .'.'.is not good enough.
19. Under " loss of coolant" p. 181, they admit that in the event of loss of
coolant where they couldn't jerry rig the famous hose etc. that it is likely that
some fuel melting will occurr. They then figure out dose rates , not only with lousy-
old data, but in a manner that would probably have little to do with real life.
However, what is really awful, is that they have the unmitigated gall to describe
a major accident as a " NUCLEAR EXCURSION"gmaking it sound like all these cute
little radioactive isotopes are going to Panama City by Greyhound for the weekend,
when what is at stake is the possible death of a city.
One of the worst sentences is,that after a " nuclear excursion" those isotopes which
were retained in the body wou'.d irradiate the tissue for an extended time..
That is what this is all about. That " body" could be a three year old, and that
" tissue" could be in its little brain. It is not worth keeping, that dump of a
reactor going t isk that.
20. On p. 21 ney boast about showing the Boy Scouts of America the place.
No child shou;- be allowed near, let alone IN such a dangerous place.
21. When they stated near the beginning there had been no safety problems , that
is a. lie as NRC well knows. They say nuclear energy produces thermal energy without the'

release of carbon dioxide - well how about the releases of radioactive crud ? And
how about the fact that acid rain (as I have stated in other testimony to the federal
government) is also caused by nuclear materials from tests etc. To say that the

,
,

major environmental effect caused by the Three Mile Island nuclear accident is not, the'
radioactivity released from the reactor but the sulfur emissions from fossil fuel, power
plants which were built to replace tne lost energy available from the reactor, as
they state, is a terrible lie considering that,for example 4 comparing the period
three months prior to the accident against the period four months after the accident,
Pennsylvanias infant mortality rate increased 165 and Maryland's increased 415 and
one study shows ttat perhaps as many as 50,000 deaths occurred during 1980-1982 as
a result of the 'D:I accident. Besides, the Neely reactor does not enerate electric-
ity. Atlanta won't go dark without it, but with it, in case of accident or
terrorism, it would go dark for a very long time.
22. They state there is no comparable facility. Thank God for that. One lousy, old
reactor in an area that floods, on unstable soil, in the middle of a university
campus, in a major city, in an earthquake zone, is more than enough.
23. It makes little difference if all the sewers in Atlanta are repaired prior to
the Olympics, which will not be the case anyway, because the problems relate to
the volumes of water going through them, their size ara age. It is the equivalent of
cramming twenty generations of a large family into a Model-T Ford,most would cling to
the outside, and many would have fallen off. A few days ago the raw sewage and
breaks was photographed by the Atlanta Business Chronicle, they just did a big article ~
on it.. A city official who deals with some of the current problems agrees that the
extra stress on the Orme St. Trunk from all the Olympic Housing around the reactor
could bode ill. You would be amazed to know how many people intend to try and leave
Atlanta during the Olympics due to fears over infrastructure problems.

.

__ ._
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24. I spoke to a Captain with the Georgia Tech Campus Police. As they are among
the first to act in case of an accident according to Techs documents and would have to
block off the area, I thought it would be rather nice if someone enquired whether or
not they had any kind of protective gear, a) they don't, b) He said he was being told ,

an accident wouldn't be such a problem - after I told him there could be airborne con-
taminants, or a steam explosion with a large radius affected. I find this terrible.
These policemen are meant to perhaps put their lives on the line, and in a major
accident would recieve serious contamination or could die, and they haven't got a
snowballs chance in hell without protective gear. They obviously are being told less
than the truth about what could happen in case of a accident. Goodness knows what
they are supposted to do in case of some ghastly terrorist attack - I was afraid to ask-
probably something stupid like evacuating the campus to the DairyOueen in Jasper
County. That is what a particular Atlanta zip-code is meait to do in the case of a -

nuclear war and a direct hit on downtown Atlantal cross Atlanta and head for the Dairy
Queen .....your government et work. Don't laugh, Washington probably has some
equally idiotic plans.

25. I have been told gemstone dealers have been renting space at the reactor to
have their gemstones irradiated to turn them better colors, and that some " burned up".
This is outrageous. To expose the public to radioactive jewelry out of greed is a
disgrace. If this has happened, who got paid for it ? Where are those radioactive
stones ? Is that one of the reasons the BE-7 is showing up in vegetation ? -

26. I would like this all put in the federal register too, along with the rest of
my petition.

I hope NRC will hurry up and act and grant my petition, there is simply too
much at stake not to. The Cesium -137 under the floor of a nearby building, must not
be forgotten. The fact that the cesium-137 and all that cobalt-6o was brought in to
begin with (over objections of former safety people I might add) shows an extremely
irresponsible attitude on behalf of Tech, as well as the NRC. Allowing nuclear reactors

'

on university campuses should not be allowed, period.
My 2.206 should be granted well in advance of the Olympics as all the decontamin-

ation will take time, so NRC better get a move on. I mean, all the contaminated lines,
soil, vegetation are also going to need to be cleaned up too. All the workers at the
reactor should also be tested for contamination (internal as well) considering what has
gone on there. Also the students and staff from the university who vent in there, and
the students who live in the nearby fraternity houses etc. NRC personnel who go in that
dump should be checked likewise. Even Dr. Karam should be checked just in cace he
too is contaminated and doesn't know it, regardless of whether or not he thinks its
safe. After all, he is not a medical professional. Tests should NOT be conducted by any i

person who is in any way associated with Tech or any facility (e.g. Emory Univ.) who may |

have used the reactor or support facilities. ATSDR could help with this aspect perhaps. <

On Georgia EPD documents on tests done concerning the reactor, they put that
BE-7 was of natural origion......furthermore, I have been informed that the same Mr. Hill !

'of EPD who is allowed to liscense the cobalt-60 and the cesium-137 was also somehow in-
volved in the situation in Decatur, near Atlanta, where there was a multi-million
dollar cleanup NRC is well aware of. How the NRC allows Georgia EPD to liscense that

,

deadly stuff is beyond me - unless it is because of it being from a Department of Energy |

site -Savannah River Nuclear Facility. In which case NRC can tell the Department of i

Energy (which should be renamed the Department of War,as they make sure we get all those |
nuclear weapons no one wants,except the military-industry whose greed knows no end) to
take it back.

3

If anything else comes up, I'll let you know. Frankly, I think what I have '

told you already is enough to cause my petition to be granted on all counts.

bg1" bSincerely,
Pamela Blockey-O'Brien. j

|

|
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